SIPP Transfer in – In-specie Property Guide
Our Property Questionnaire must be completed to enable us to determine if the commercial property is suitable for
investment in the SIPP. Copies are available on request.
To avoid using previous versions of forms, always use the versions on the website. Please do not save versions of the forms to
your personal desktop.

Adviser should obtain the relevant paperwork:

Before accepting an in
specie transfer we
check the property to be
transferred can be held
within our Property
SIPP.

navigate to the literature section of our website
open our transfer in form and complete details
open the property questionnaire and complete
print both forms, obtain client’s signature (where
required) send everything to Momentum with any other
relevant paperwork available

e.g. Property
valuation; any other
documentation in
relation to the property
to help make our
decision.

We will Review the documentation and confirm our
requirements

If property is okay to hold

If there are issues Momentum will raise with
the Adviser, asking if we should proceed, or
cancel the transfer

Adviser confirms how they want to proceed,
providing additional requirements as relevant

Momentum will:
confirm details to Adviser and set up our internal records
Commence the process for registering the property into
the name of the Trustees

If transfer was only property we will require
funds to be paid into the SIPP to pay
Adviser and Momentum fees

Momentum will liaise with
the solicitor appointed for
the SIPP to ensure that all
relevant documentation is
completed correctly

If transfer includes part cash we will pay
Adviser and Momentum fees

Momentum will confirm to Adviser that
transfer is complete

Key:
Momentum actions

Please note transferring property can be a
time consuming exercise, involving several
different parties. Please ensure you have
taken account of this when requesting a
transfer including Property
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